For jobs that require special postal requirements, these can
be found in the job brief. Check the brief when requesting
jobs to know if it is Fulfilment or Non-Fulfilment.

Non-Fulfilment
Jobs that include postage stamps in the
stationery for the envelopes and do not
have to be posted back to Prime.

Fulfilment
Jobs that include going to the post
office to post to a given address, usually
to post back to the warehouse (Prime)
and then create a credit note for the
postage.
For campaigns that require postage back
to Prime, please re-use the original box
the stationery arrived in and package
according to the instructions in the job
brief and check if the brief asks you to
label the box with your job ID number.

Please note, 1st class signed for can also be
called 1st class tracked. This is not the same
as next day 9am or 1pm delivery.

1st Class Signed For
Most fulfilment campaigns with Inkpact
use this form of posting to send back to
Prime. This means it is posted first class
but has a tracking number and must be
signed for at Prime. This can also
sometimes be called 1st class tracked as
it has a tracking number.

Next Day 9am or 1pm
When posting, the postal deadline is the
day you must post by or on, not the
deadline for when parcels must arrive at
Prime. Please do not post via next day
express delivery unless this is specifically
outlined in the brief or by the team. As it
is more expensive it is usually only used
in emergencies.

International Postage
If you have cards going outside of the UK,
you will need to add two 1st class stamps
to your envelopes, please check your job
brief for info and check how many stamps
are included in your stationery and let us
know if there aren't enough.

